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Let me say upfront that Newmark has been at the forefront of any and all water saving 

initiatives that have been made available to us. We are constantly looking to improve and 

reduce consumption in our hotels however we are completely aware that reducing 

consumption is only one component and it was always understood and expected that the City 

of Cape Town would be planning and providing a water argumentation / desalination 

solution in conjunction to avoid the unthinkable Day Zero ever materializing. 
  
We are in daily contact with high level executives at the city in addition to the Waterfront 

Company executives and I can assure you that every option is being looked at and am 

confident that we will find a solution. It is very easy to throw stones at our politicians at the 

moment and their current poorly crafted PR and press statements at times are simply adding to 

the hysteria however I believe that cool heads need to prevail here to find a solution even if 

some of the initiatives might be temporary solutions leading up to solving this water crisis once 

and for all for Cape Town. 
  
All our Cape Town hotels will have external tank capacity that will feed the hotels with water, so 

we will operate independently if need be. I have also purchased our own 16000l Water tanker 

that will feed our hotels exclusively.  We have access to water from non-drought areas in the 

Western Cape and we also have a number of boreholes around Cape Town as a further back 

up. 
  
I am personally at the forefront of this crisis every day and will make a point of updating you on 

any developments going forward. I will remain available for you to contact me if any further 

concerns arise. 
  

 


